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You can tell that The Shore is much more than just another project for acclaimed Northern 
Irish director Terry George. In a post screening interview of the short film, George insisted 
that film was “the most culturally powerful medium in the world”. With this short movie, the 
Belfast native aims to shine a light on his homeland, to globally portray its beauty and the 
warmth of its people. Film he says, is the way to do it. I doubt anyone who was in attendance 
at this morning’s premiere of The Shore would disagree. 



Ciaran Hinds plays Jim Mahon, returning to Northern Ireland from America for the first time 
in 25 years. He brings his daughter Patricia (Kerry Condon) to his home town, beautifully set 
in Killough, Co Down – on the doorstep of Terry George’s own home (quite literally – some 
shots were actually filmed from his doorstep). Jim left Northern Ireland at the height of the 
troubles, escaping the conflict and leaving behind his best friend Paddy (Conleth Hill) and 
fianceé Mary (Maggie Cronin), who have married in his absence. His return brilliantly and 
subtly mirrors the need for reconciliation in the country. 

Northern Ireland has long been portrayed on film as a place of violence and political unrest. 
What is so often overlooked is the warmth, wit and humour of the people here. This short film 
represents a transition, the troubles are a key theme – but one that is in the background – Jim 
and Paddy have a tense history, but they are prepared to leave it in the past and move on. 

The Shore is beautifully shot in vivid panoramics by Michael McDonough who worked on 
Oscar Nominated Winter’s Bone. As Jim drives from the airport he comments “you forget 
how green it is” with the rolling fields and mountains passing by in the distance. Like the 
people, the landscape is wonderfully varied – rugged and natural, highlighting the honesty and 
resilience of a country which has experienced so much yet still has time for a laugh and a 
song. 

I was fully expecting an emotional experience knowing that Terry George was the driving 
creative force, what I was not expecting was the utter brilliance of the comedy on show. One 
particular scene involving a one armed mussell picker being chased by a supposed horse-
riding dole-dodging double agent really has to be seen to be believed, I think it’s fair to say 
that it is the funniest scene in film so far this year. The gentle warmth of all involved, from the 
main characters to those with one line or maybe two, is wonderfully infectious and radiates a 
special homeliness that I am lucky enough to fully appreciate. 

The Shore captures the very essence of this little country, from the cosy pubs and cottages to 
the striking scenery which we so often take for granted. It achieves so much in its 30 minutes, 
which unfortunately goes by all too quickly – but perfectly resolves everything it sought to. 
Terry George spoke at the screening of this being his most enjoyable movie making 
experience of his career, free from the pressures of Hollywood and demanding producers (his 
daughter Oorlagh produces here). In fact the only pressure exerted on him was by the sea, the 
tides rolling in and out dictating when and how they could shoot. A fitting metaphor for a film 
which has the potential to mark a real sea-change in how Northern Ireland is perceived by the 
world. 


